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The supply chain is the whole set of links between manufacturing and final purchase (i.e. a buying
act on the part of a customer), which must be fulfilled for the manufacturing and supply sectors to
remain profitable. Supply chain recruitment, then, is the process by which suitable candidates for
management roles in the supply chain are selected and sourced.

When a link in the supply chain is broken everything can grind to a halt. Interim management
solutions, moving towards temporary to permanent management solutions, are ideal in these
situations, ensuring that companies and end users both benefit from an uninterrupted flow of goods
along the supply chain.

Selecting an interim manager can be extremely difficult for company owners and CEOs. Itâ€™s normally
far better to use the services of a supply chain recruitment firm, who will have contacts within the
industry and a list of potential candidates likely to be ready and available to work. An interim
measure allows company owners and CEOs to ensure that their products continue to reach the
shelves of stockiest and the homes of consumers without interruption â€“ while they decide on a
strategy for the long term fulfillment of the position in question.

The supply chain is only one of the areas in the UK business sectors that benefits greatly from the
existence of interim recruitment. Supply chain recruitment keeps products flowing, for example â€“
while financial management recruitment ensures that cash remains in flow too. For larger
companies, with departments that often act almost as independent companies under a parent
name, it is possible that financial interim positions and interim supply chain positions will need to be
filled side by side.

Using an interim management recruitment consultancy for all of your reactive positions ensures that
you enjoy a matching standard of candidates across the board â€“ from supply chain recruitment to
financial recruitment and HR recruitment.

In general terms, an interim supply chain position will last for six months, with contracts renewable
on termination of this period as many times as a client company sees fit. For clients the short term
contract system is ideal because it gives them a known amount of time to put together their long
term solution to the employment problem they have encountered.

For candidates, six month supply chain recruitment contracts offer both a known quantity of earning
time and a suitable length of time to impress the host company with their ability. That means a two
way benefit â€“ either in terms of enhanced reputation before your next interim supply chain position, or
the possibility that your temporary contracts will develop into a permanent one.

The thrust of all interim recruitment is to ensure an uninterrupted flow of products, money and
services. Supply chain recruitment embodies this completely.
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